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VES7695V Price: 124,000€ 

Apartment

Relleu

2 Bedrooms

2 Bathrooms

Pool: Yes

We would like to introduce you  the new exclusive luxury apartments located in Relleu, a
collection of stunning residences nestled in the middle of the breathtaking nature. We offer
60 very interesting priced luxurious apartments where sophistication meets nature. This
luxury apartments offer 1 to 4 bedrooms. Enjoy cooking in a modern kitchen, living rooms
with amazing views, and relax on the spacious terrace overlooking the breathtaking nature
of Relleu. Experience luxury living in these serene surroundings. Possibility to add a garage
and storage room. RelaxPool: Dive into an oasis of serenity and leave the daily stress
behind as you swim l...
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ps in our refreshing pool.Sauna: Let go of all tension and indulge in the bliss of our luxurious sauna. The soothing

heat relaxes your muscles and purifies your mind, leaving you feeling completely rejuvenated after each

session.Work-OutGym: Achieve your fitness goals without leaving the comfort of your home. Our state-of-the-art

fitness center is equipped with the latest equipment, giving you the freedom to train at your own pace and in your

own way.Location:Discovering the Enchantment of Relleu, Spain: A Journey into Tranquility. Nestled amidst the

stunning landscapes of the Costa Blanca region lies the charming village of Relleu, a hidden gem waiting to be

explored. Steeped in history and surrounded by breathtaking natural beauty, Relleu offers a tranquil escape from

the hustle and bustle of modern life. Wich are perfect for nature lovers and located just 18min away from the

beachPrices:Apartment with terrace provided with 2 Bedrooms and 1 Bathrooms: From 124,000 €Apartment with

terrace provided with 3 Bedrooms and 2 Bathrooms: From 165,000 €
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